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AN ANNOUNCEMENT FROM YOUR DELTA FOUNDATION!

PRIDE ISN’T GOOD THIS YEAR - IN FACT, IT’S BAD
by Jo LaHoise

I know a lot of you are excited about Pride. It’s the time of year when we can be gay in public and that’s super 
important and we should be grateful to the world for letting us have that one day. And I know you are all excited 
to see the “fancy” Iggy Azalia, who is one of the freshest hottest new musical acts out there. She is a rapper 
and freestyle artist who is coming all the way from Austria to perform just for us! 

But I’m here to tell you that it’s all really bad and you shouldn’t like it. At all!

I know, I know, but hear me out. The fact is that there is something even newer out there and if you don’t Like 
it you’re going to get left behind in the dust! That thing is called Social Justice and it’s a movement that tells 
us via Facebook and Timblr (which are Internet Sites) that Pittsburgh Pride is really out of touch with today’s 
world and the issues that matter.

See, Pittsburgh Pride is run by something called the Delta Burke Foundation. Despite the fact that Delta has 
made Pride into the big party that it is today, they are actually really bad. I’m not exactly sure why but it has 
something to do with a guy named Gary Van Winkle who runs Delta. He’s a white cissy-male and he is sort of 
what Pride is all about these days - white guys! 

I don’t have to tell you that there are a lot of other people in this world other than white guys! I mean there 
are girls, too, for one thing. Iggy Azalia is a girl, and she is dating an Africa-America man - but even though 
this seems like it would make her okay, it really doesn’t! (Truthfully, this part makes me sad because Iggy just 
got engaged to her boyfriend and we all know that marriage is the most important thing that can happen to 
somebody! It’s unfortunate that people aren’t more excited for her at this time in her life).

If you really want to understand why Pride is bad this year (and I guess it will still be bad next year but I’m not 
sure, check back with me then) you should go on the Internet and read some of the posts on Facebook that 
will explain to you why. These posts are around 5,000 words each and the people who post them do it about 
eight times a day, so you should have no problem understanding their point of view in about three months 
when you’re fi nally done reading them. The other thing is they use a lot of big words that are kind of confusing 
but that should only prove to you they are smart and know what they’re talking about. #allyouneedisfacebook!

Once you understand why you shouldn’t support Delta, you should give money to those who are battling Delta 
because they need it to put on Rusted Roots Pride which is going to be even BETTER than Delta’s Pride! 
What does that mean? I’m not sure but maybe they can book even more relevant artists like Miley Ray Cyrus 
or Katy Parry! I’m sure that whatever they do they will put our money to good use and they are fi scally respon-
sible and won’t become another Delta. The world just doesn’t work that way!

By now I’m sure you can see why it is important not to like Pride this year. But even so, I know a lot of you 
still will. All I can say is that I am happy that I am better than you. I’m pretty sure I don’t support any corrupt 
organizations or corporations in my day-to-day life, so I’m grateful that I learned all about this one. Hopefully 
you are, too!

AN ARGUMENT IN SUPPORT OF DELTA AND IGGY
by Seth Bickford

I’ve got something to say: I support all of it. I 
support Delta. I support Iggy. I support Pitts-
burgh. I support my community. I support love.

When I fi rst heard on May 15th that Delta 
Foundation had booked one of the biggest 
and brightest stars of the last 10 years, Iggy 
Azalea, for this year’s Pride in the Street I 
could have literally cried. Was this it? Was this 
the year that Delta got it right? Was this the 
year that they listened to their community? I 
still can’t even believe it when I think about it. 
I usually don’t even know who the performers 
are that they book (Chantra Khan anyone?) 
and yet, here we are, getting ready to see one 
of the top ten best rappers alive right here in 

Pittsburgh. 

The most shocking part about the whole announcement is the people who are up in arms 
about Iggy Azalea being booked for Pride. Like. Ok. Do you guys even know talent? Do you 
want Sharon Needles again? She worships the fucking devil on stage. I just can’t. Iggy has 
done nothing wrong. Her tweets about black people, Asians, and homos that everyone is so 
mad about are hilarious. She brings up issues about race in a really smart and funny way. As 
a gay white man I don’t fi nd any of it offensive and I love everyone! Do you know how many 
friends of different races I have? 

I just can’t understand how you could be against an organization trying to do good for our 
community. Do you know how many straight people are going to come to this? It’s probably 
going to change a lot of people’s minds about the gay community. It’s not even about making 
money like everyone keeps saying. Delta is a nonprofi t organization so that doesn’t even 
make sense. These people don’t even know what they are talking about. Also, $45 for a ticket 
is nothing. If you seriously can’t afford that, you need to get a job. Stop using my tax money 
to buy Fleet Enemas with your food stamps.

People are just overly sensitive anymore. Racism hasn’t even existed for a few hundred 
years. Slavery was seriously abolished so long ago. Why are we still bringing things up about 
race? Just drop it. We need to worry about the bigger picture, like making gay marriage legal 
and changing the public’s perception on homosexuality so people view us as normal. I don’t 
want to stick out. I want to be able to blend into the crowd. I think that if we can have “LGBT 
Pride Month,” that there should be “Straight Pride Month.” Or, maybe better yet, “Human 
Pride.” #allyouneedislove 

On behalf of all of us at the Delta Foundation we would like to wish all of Pittsburgh 
a happy Pride season! We have been toiling all year from our tower in the Delta 
Industrial Complex to bring you a Pride that we can all be proud of. 

Unfortunately that’s not how it has worked out.

We think this year’s Pride in the Street performer, Iggy Azalea*, represents what 
Pride is all about: diversity! After all, she is white and in the past we have brought 
you many black artists who are black. You’re welcome! But many of you don’t seem 
thankful and for the life of us we wish we could fi gure out why!

But really, when you come down to it, is the “why” so important? We’re not sure! 
Because we have a feeling that many of those who represent our community are 
still going to come out in droves to get trashed and “enjoy” whatever pop act we foist 
upon them.

Even still, we want to appear to be sensitive to the needs of our community, even 
if we’re still not exactly sure who this community that doesn’t want Pride, or fun, is. 

But with that in mind we’d like to announce the latest in our line-up of excellent Pride 
festivities, especially for that small-but-incredibly-obnoxious subset that seems intent on ruining things for everybody else.

Get ready for Pride in the Basement! 

As many of our critics have pointed out, Pride started in the dank and dark gay bars of yore like Stonewall, where folks had to 
congregate in secret or else risk arrest. Our event harkens back to those times, bringing everyone’s Pride experience full-circle!

Pride in the Basement is going to be a raucous party far away from the people and events that many of you seem so bothered 
by. We will turn Jitter’s afterhours club (or, depending on interest level, the old Pegasus bar) into a club for one night of whatever 
you social-activist types consider “fun!”

What does that entail? Beats us, so we’re leaving it up to you! Pride in the Basement is all about begrudgingly offering a hovel 
to those who feel like they need their own space. It won’t even be held on Pride weekend, but on a Wednesday afternoon a few 
weeks after Pride - truly, a singular and unique event for a singular and unique subset of the community! 

We’re not even going to book any acts or put any money into it since you all seem so bothered by capitalism or something. But we 
will toss a few bottles of liquor down there and at least clean up the space enough so that we don’t get sued for anything. Then, 
make your own entertainment! See how you like it! Hopefully you don’t spent months working on something you think is going to 
make everybody happy only to fi nd yourself getting lambasted in national news outlets.

Sincerely, 

Your Friendly Neighborhood Delta Foundation

POINT/OTHER POINT

PATTY THE GENDERQUEER HAMBURGER

Whacked-Out Misfit Comics

SKELETONBALLS.COM

*Editor’s note, 6/9/15: I spent the last three weeks assembling and laying out the issue you see before you, fi fty percent of which was instantly rendered irrelevant when Iggy cancelled one day before it went 
to print. THANKS, OBAMA.

By Nils Skeletonballs     



by Natty Soltesz

Dan Cortese hosted a show called MTV Sports. I couldn’t even tell you what it was. This was the 90s so it probably did an episode on Marky 
Mark’s fi tness video or Jewel’s badminton court or who the fuck even knows. The only real reason to watch it was Dan Cortese, who is from 
Sewickley originally.

Dan Cortese, as his last name would suggest, had an Italian Stallion sort of vibe about him. Vaguely greasy. But ultimately a jock, and to this 
young fag I suppose he embodied a certain jock fantasy, the guy who might shove me in the locker room then have me suck his dick after the 
rest of the team left. I mean, I never obsessed over him or anything but he was totally doable. If you know what I’m talking about then there’s a 
good chance you lusted after Eric Nies from The Real World, too.

Eric Nies, by the way, is still completely fuckable. He just did some clip on a show where they show him doing yoga and spouting metaphysical 
nonsense while walking around in a pair of loose sweatpants. Salt and pepper temples, those fucking dimples...mmm, Eric Nies. You can’t get 
any better than that. 

But what about Dan Cortese? I can’t remember if he ever took off his shirt back in the day. It was more his attitude that made him attractive, this 
testosterone-charged, in-your-face obnoxiousness that just made you want to let him corrupt you or maybe the other way around. Could that still 
hold up? What in god’s name could he even be doing these days?

I wrote this while I was on a mountain in Tennessee and didn’t have internet access, by the way.

For that matter, maybe Dan Cortese is just next door in Sewickley? For some reason I imagine him still living with his mom, in her attic, with like sports pennants on the wall and jock straps lying around. And 
he’s in his forties but he’s still hot and he goes out to clubs in the Strip and wears sparkly, loose-fi tting button-down shirts and picks up girls and bangs them cause he’s Dan Cortese. But he has to pick up 
girls his own age cause anybody younger doesn’t have a clue who he is.

But no, he’s probably married with some kids and living in Los Angeles, still plugging away at show business which is respectable enough, we’re all just plugging away at something. Even Beyoncé is doing 
that, though she really doesn’t have to.

next issue...

by Blondie Glasscock

Unless you live under the Birmingham Bridge (or in Shadyside) you are well aware that the fashion 
piece of summer ‘015 for all of Pittsburgh Fagdom is the long-loved, gender nonspecifi c, airy and 
light CAFTAN! From Grandview Park to Allegheny Cemetery, all of the boys, lady boys and man 
gals who love a form-freeing and easy-access-providing cover are opting for the Caftan. Of ancient 
Mesopotamia origin, caftans of historical signifi cance were worn by the sultry sultans of the Otto-
man Empire, 1890’s Russian Royalty and 1960’s American Royalty - Elizabeth Taylor.  

In addition to allowing maximum air fl ow on the muggiest of Three Rivers afternoons, the accessi-
bility of the Caftan adds to its allure. They range in price from $9.99 at Ross Mess For Less all the 
way up to hundreds of American dollars for name brands across the internets. Industrious seekers 
of turned heads and side eyes are creating their own Caftans (and tunics for the super slutty) after 
a visit to the JoAnn & Them’s Fabrix. After all, the piece is just a colorful fabric rectangle with a 
triangle scissored out of the middle.

If you see a sister about town becloaked in the lavish look, or a gin-soaked honey laid up in the 
grass adorned in the gracious garb, say “How ya doin?” Be sure to ask about the exciting life they’re 
living and heroic apparel choices they’re making because they undoubtedly love to share the good 
news of the Caftan!! 

Now remember!! Whether it’s ankle length or thigh high, the obvious choice for queers across 
Pittsburghia this season is the Caftan!    

“I FUCKED RICK SEBAK FOR 
A BAG OF DORITOS”

FASHION IS NOW!

WOULD WE STILL FUCK DAN CORTESE? AN INVESTIGATION

Spoiler alert: Yes

by Jessica McGuinness

This is an open thank-you letter to the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette regarding 
your exceptionally well-written article “Bruce Jenner is Still a Mister” by 
Jennifer Graham. I’m thanking you because if an article that is nothing but 
cheap shots and poking fun at an entire minority group is good enough for 
the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette, then it’s certainly okay for me to do the same 
thing to Jennifer Graham here in QueerBurgher. 

Thank you for choosing Jennifer Graham to write this story. Obviously a 
woman who wrote a book titled Honey, Do You Need a Ride? Confessions 
of a Fat Runner and a piece for the Post-Gazette titled “Flogging Here, 

Flogging There” (it’s not about what you’re thinking) is the perfect person to give a strong conservative 
opinion on transgender issues.

I’m so happy that Jennifer didn’t even bother to look at last year’s Post-Gazette series “An Identity to 
Call Their Own” before writing this piece. That series focused on the lives of transgender individuals, 
showcased the issues we face, gave a list of resources, listed a glossary of terminology and even gave 
media tips on how to report on transgender people. All of that would have clearly got in the way of 
Jennifer writing classy lines such as “Mr. Jenner, however, is both architect and engineer of his design, 
Bruce 2.0, unlike the pitiable woman who died fi ve days after delivering a hirsute baby boy who died at 
birth.” Now I’m not sure what a woman dying after birthing a hairy baby has to do with anything, but that 
goe s to show you the incredible professionalism and writing ability of Ms. Graham. Ms. Graham is such 
a talented writer that she made old slurs like “he/she” fresh again by using new slurs like “Brucette” and 
“Bruce 2.0.” Look out, Anne Coulter, there’s a new attention whore in town! 

Jennifer Graham’s personal website is titled “Graham Today: On faith, hope and donkeys. Plus all the 
jokes my editors deleted.” I’m so happy that she found a home at the Post-Gazette because her editors 
are obviously never going to delete anything she writes. 

Lastly, I worked on “An Identity to Call Their Own” last year. I hoped that it would help change the way 
that the local media reported on trans-issues. After it was nominated for a GLAAD Media Award, I 
thought we succeeded in that mission. Thank you Post-Gazette for taking all of our hard work, wiping 
your ass with it and allowing us start all over. 

Important Opinions from the Grindr Community

QueerBurgher: Are you going to see Iggy Azalea?
 killing time: not sure yet probably depends on work and if my friends want to  
 go LOL

QueerBurgher: Are you going to see Iggy Azalea?
 andrewM: Where is she performing?

QueerBurgher: Are you going to see Iggy Azalea?
 Rikki: I didn’t know she was going to be in town
QB: At gay pride
 Rikki: Oh! When is pride? I’ve never been to a pride!

QueerBurgher: Are you going to see Iggy Azalea?
 Bingo: as much as part of me wants to see her spit gibberish into the mic, I  
 don’t think so

QueerBurgher: What’s the best thing about being queer in PGH?
 Derrick: is this a trick question 

QueerBurgher: What’s the best thing about being queer in PGH?
 JJ: nothing lol

QueerBurgher: What’s the best thing about being queer in PGH?
 Seth: Being able to call Gary Van Horn my sister

THANKS, PITTSBURGH POST-GAZETTE!

And you know, I don’t mean to objectify Dan Cortese. He never signed up for that as far as I can see. 
I’m sure he’s a perfectly intelligent person. He’s from Sewickley so he grew up sort of wealthy, you’d 
imagine, which makes me wonder if he grooms his body hair. I defi nitely like to imagine him having a 
buzz-cut trimmed bush over his nice, straight, thick-enough cock and another trimmed brush around 
his brownish-pink asshole. I imagine him bent over, moaning in a manly way as I assault that hole with 
my tongue.

At any rate, when I fi nally got internet access I was shocked to discover that not only would I still fuck 
Dan Cortese, I would fuck the everloving shit out of him. He looks so fucking good! Good enough that 
he got a shirtless cameo on a show with Betty White...which I guess is pretty good?

His Wikipedia page lists him as having been in several movies over the years  including “Locusts: The 
8th Plague,” “Everybody Wants to Be Italian” and “Soccer Mom.” Those all sound terrible but I bet he’s 
shirtless in at least two of them.

Wikipedia also reports him as having two children and while he is married to a woman named Dee Dee 
it mysterious adds “divorce fi led” in parentheses. Perhaps there is hope for that locker room fantasy to 
come to fruition yet. In the meantime, I’ll be skulking around in Sewickley. Wish me luck/death.


